
Date Show Aired Segment Description of Issue Time Duration
(minutes) Description of Program/Segment

1 John & Jillian speaks to HOB Music Forward
Foundation about Music Programs in Schools 5am-6am

 John & Jillian speak to guests from House of Blues Music Forward Foundation Nazanin Fatmian , Michelle Gutherie, Brandon Murrillo
discussing music programs in schools.  They spoke anout the $19,000 in new instruments will be presented to 14 dedicated young

Anaheim-area musicians as part of House of Blues Music Forward Foundation’s annual Give Music program. Nationwide, Music Forward
will grant instruments valued at more than $125,000 to 150 young musicians -- more than twice as many instruments than last year. The

Anaheim reception will take place at House of Blues Anaheim on Feb. 13 at 9 a.m.

2 John & Jillian speak on the issue of Elderly people
being issued drugs against their will 5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to guests, Val Zavala Vice President of News and Public Affairs on KCET to discuss the drugs elderly people are being
given by nursing homes, a lot of the time against their will.  They spoke about the use of antipsychotic drugs on the elderly and how that

has sparked a series of lawsuits and criticism from reform groups and advocates fighting for better regulation and enforcement.
She said according to federal government statistics, 16 percent of residents in California nursing homes are on antipsychotic drugs.

Although these drugs are often used to control and sedate residents, they also pose an increased risk of death in patients with dementia.
And howThe use of antipsychotic drugs on the elderly has sparked a series of lawsuits and criticism from reform groups and advocates
fighting for better regulation and enforcement.  And how current law requires doctors to obtain a patient's informed consent before
prescribing antipsychotics. A recent campaign to reduce antipsychotic use in nursing homes has been successful, but reformers say

progress is not enough and thousands of nursing home residents are still being overmedicated.

1 John & Jillian speak to Star Education about their
annualAfrican-American Art Festival 5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to guest Jonathan from Star Education to discuss the African America cultural experience and to honor African
American History month.

They talked about STAR Education's 18th Annual African-American Art Festival that took place Saturday, February 16th! And invited
listeners to bring your family and friends to experience African-American culture through LIVE African dance and drumming, art exhibits,

poetry, music, celebrity guests, performances by students to honor African-American history and much more.

2
John & Jillian speak to guests from Newport-

Mesa Spirit Run to promoting healthy living for
children through exercise

5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to guest Diane Daruty from the Newport-Mesa Spirit Run to disuss the importance of being active and teaching kids
from an early age to make healty choices.  Points of discussion included that all NMUSD schools to share in the event and its profits. This
includes schools from Newport Beach and Costa Mesa, and from elementary, middle, and high schools.  In the last five years alone, Spirit
Run has donated over $250,000 to these schools.   And Spirit Run has worked with seven NMUSD elementary school running programs

to train for the event.  It has also provided free entries and bus transportation to Spirit Run to underprivileged NMUSD students and
their families.

1 John & Jillian speak to guests from Rock Against
MS foundation 5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to guests from Rock Against MS foundation Nancy Sayle and Stephen Perkins the drummer of Janes Addiction. They
came on to discuss their Rock Against MS charity that does beneifit concert to help raise money for MS research.  They also spoke about

Through music, art, and outreach events, Rock Against MS Foundation (RAMS) will raise awareness about Multiple Sclerosis and raise
funds to help improve the quality of life for those who live with this debilitating disease and their families.

2 John & Jillian speak with their guest Marcus
Farrow from the Menformation Project 5am-6am

John & Jillian speak with their guest Marcus Farrow from the Menformation Project which is  a group that provides mentoring for boys 8-
17 years old.  They spoke about how MENFORMATION works in partnership with Challengers Boys & Girls Club and charter schools in

this low and moderate income area of South Central Los Angeles.  And that MENFORMATION has impacted the lives of over 400 young
boys. Most of their boys live in father-absent households and do not see positive male role models.  Their main mission is to help urban

boys stay in school & stay out of jail !!! They have teams of trained mentors to inspire boys to live a life of integrity guided by 22
Principles of Manhood.
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1

John & Jillian speak to guest Michelle Kaufer
from Spare Some Change organization one-‐on-

‐one mentoring program and build
TheChangeHouse

5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to guest Michelle Kaufer from Spare Some Change organization one-‐on-‐one mentoring program and build
TheChangeHouse, a new kind of house healing facility that helps kids get and stay off the streets for good.  They also spoke about the

film American American
Street Kid is a feature documentary about a director who heads to the streets to shoot a two-minute public service

announcement about homeless kids in America.   Their main goal is to raise one dollar from as close to a million people as possible to
fuel the American Street Kid Movement which will expand the Spare Some Change Mentoring Program across the country and get

American Street Kid on a national tour of high schools

2

John & Jillian speak to  guest Kandee Lewis fron
the Positive Results Corp The Positive Results
Corporation teaches leadership and character

development skills

5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to  guest Kandee Lewis fron the Positive Results Corp The Positive Results Corporation teaches leadership and
character development skills in order to promote healthy, sustainable relationships, and prevent acts and exposure to violence and high
risk behaviors.  A main point of topic was that they build “positive results“ communities to encourage youth and families to be proactive

in creating a legacy of anti-violence and prevention approaches which, ultimately, empower them in places where they live, work,
worship, and educate. The results are youth and families developing leadership and character development skills to make wise choices

about their personal safety and safety of others, while building a culture of youth and families who embrace and promote non-violence.

1

John & Jillian speak with guests Marten
Andersson and Yutong Sharp who came in to
discuss a star-studded event to benefit Palos

Verdes Peninsula public schools

5am-6am

John & Jillian speak with guests Marten Andersson and Yutong Sharp came in to discuss this event where Award Winning Rock Stars and
Classical musicians come together as members of the Palos Verdes Community, and parents of school-aged children in a very non-

traditional way to benefit Palos Verdes Peninsula public schools on March 23, 2019 at the Norris Theater and Pavilion in Rolling Hills
Estates, CA.  They spoke about a star-studded event to benefit Palos Verdes Peninsula public schools. From Classic to Rock is an intimate

concert, bringing platinum selling rock stars together with world-renowned classical musicians, taking you on a journey from 17th
century to the modern hits of today, all in the spirit of benefiting Palos Verdes Peninsula public schools (proceeds to be donated to the
Peninsula Education Foundation – PEF). They spoke about the importance of public education by helping fund programming supported
by PEF including school music, physical education, library and STEM programs, safe school counselors, academic and career counselors,

and teacher salaries.

2

John & Jillian speak to  teacher Pam Conti from
Pegasis school in Huntington Beach to talk about

the mess after the big rain storms we had this
year.

5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to  teacher Pam Conti from Pegasis school in Huntington Beach to talk about  the mess after the big rain storms we
had this year.   The water and shore line in Seal Beach was littered with everything from grocery carts, platic bottles, car seats, orage

cones, diapers and tons of other debris.  All the water comes down from the mountains and everywhere in between and washes into the
San Gabriel River that runs out to Seal Beach.  There is so much trash that it makes her cry.  It's a public health crisis that can lead to

Typhus and other bio hazards.  The water right now is so bad that it will get you sick if you come into contact with it.    They also spoke to
reporter Jim Rube about how LA City Hall is over run by rats and now people are getting Typhus as as result of it.  This is spreading from
building to building in DTLA.  Typhus is not transferable from person to person and there is no vacsince only treatment with anti biotics.

1 John & Jillian speak with therapist and author,
John Tsilimparis about Empty Nest Syndrome 5am-6am

John & Jillian speak with therapist and author, John Tsilimparis who has trained parents how to breathe again, take back their life and
purpose and start an exciting journey into a new life while building a new relationship with their child that is now becoming an adult.
The main topic in Empty Nest Syndrome refers to feelings of depression, sadness, and/or grief experienced by parents and caregivers
after children come of age and leave their childhood homes.  And how this may occur when children go to college or get married.  He
spoke anout how women are more likely than men to be affected; often, when the nest is emptying, mothers are going through other
significant life events as well, such as menopause or caring for elderly parents. Yet this doesn't mean that men are completely immune

2 John & Jillian speak to Tige from the Charity from
Kids in the Spotlight, Inc 5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to Tige from the Charity from Kids in the Spotlight, Inc. (KITS) came in to discuss the non-profit organization that
helps foster care youths and other underserved youths ages 11 – 18 to write their own screenplays which we produce into short films.

And how they simultaneously invlolve the teamwork, creativity and discipline required to complete a short film helps the young
participants develop a better self-image and a sense of accomplishment that will engender a greater belief in their ability to rise above

their current social and economic conditions. The screenplays written by the kids in our program are registered with the Writers Guild of
America, West (WGAW), which issues each student a certificate for their registered script.  They made it clear that this program is
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1
John & Jillian speak to Dr. Mike Lewis MD about
the newest wave of the healthcare, "Concierge

Medicine."
5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to Dr. Mike Lewis MD about an era of evolution in healthcare for many Southland physicians, newest wave of the
future, "Concierge Medicine."  Dr. Mike Lewis, MD spoke about Healthcare in 2019.  Today's healthcare has taken many turns allowing

those that qualify, a chance to get affordable healthcare and see a physician and get timely diagnosis's and treatments With accelerated
changes comes an era of evolution in healthcare for many Southland physicians, the newest wave of the future, "Concierge Medicine."
"he believes the benefits of  concierge practice are vast.  Dr. Mike Lewis has made a decision to work for his patients, not the insurance
companies anymore.  With less bureaucracy and red-tape, not only can he keep prices down, but he can get back to what’s important -

the patient/client.  Further he explained that he bottles, labs and dispenses many medications on site for usually less than what the
insurance covers, you can now save a trip to the pharmacy and rest assured that you are getting the appropriate medication from the

doctor himself.  Patient’s are finally the priority again.

2
John & Jillian speak to Jacquelyn Dupont-Walker
who over the last 26 years developing over 280

units of affordable housing.
5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to Jacquelyn Dupont-Walker who for the last 26 years has led in developing over 280 units of affordable housing,
encouraging indigenous leadership, creating neighborhood networks, facilitating job creation, conducting asset mapping, and

spearheading an intergenerational community building effort.  The guest Jacquelyn Dupont-Walker spoke about how over the past two
decades, she has worked tirelessly in the community to represent stakeholders at the table with the Univ. of Southern California (USC).
And how her advocacy began with protesting encroachment into the neighborhoods and has moved to  include retaining that advocacy

voice as chair of the Galen Center Advisory Committee, the Strategic Planning Advisory Committee and the University Village Project
Advisory Committee.  Jackie’s voice on the local CAC led to being honored as a Community Pillar with a permanent plaque on the local

campus

1
John & Jillian speak to guest Kristen Kenny who

has lead the fight to bring awareness to how
Malaria can be prevented and treated

5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to guest Kristen Kenny who has lead the fight to bring awareness to how Malaria can be prevented and treated. The
US eradicated malaria in the 1950s through sprays and medicines. There are groups like Malaria No More offering preventative tools to

communities like mosquito nets and sprays.   The guest Kristen Kenny talked about that two months into her journey she learned
firsthand how prevalent disease is after contracting a severe bout of malaria. In the end, she would soon learn that getting malaria was a

blessing in disguise. It opened her eyes to a world of need that she had a chance to change.  She mande a movie called Tanzania A
Journey Within: In this film it documents Kristen Kenny’s journey with her best friend, Venance Ndibalema to his home in Tanzania. It is

a story of two worlds colliding together, ultimately bridging the gap between the western worlds and developing world

2

John & jillian speak to Ilya Rachman, M.D., PH.D
– Clinical Instructor at UCLA School of Medicine

about acute illnesses and trauma that are
inflicted and/or are chronic illness that inflict

patients

5am-6am

John & jillian speak to Ilya Rachman, M.D., PH.D – Clinical Instructor at UCLA School of Medicine about acute illnesses and trauma that
are inflicted and/or are chronic illness that inflict patients. Certain things must be done with understanding of own health importance.
Establish degree of blood pressure for hypertension. Efforts must be taken on both ends to control the problem. Risk factors with other
medications do exist. Most people can’t tell when high blood pressure exists. When not controlled the problems with persist. Heart
failure, organ damage and kidney failure will happen with no treatment. t is important that the medical condition is controlled by
prevention. Exercise and personal treatment regiments can reduce the effects of hypertension. Education and awareness on Lung Cancer
is important. Lung cancer is more common in smokers. It is never too late to stop smoking. Recommendations go through the doctor.
Dizziness is most frequent complaint and can be caused by medication or medical history of physical problems that can create the
complication. Pharmacists are helpful in understanding medications. A pharmacist is a part of the medical team. Habits of parents can be
passed to children.

1
John & Jillian speak to guest Harish Amar,

Assistant Professor of Marketing, Cal State Univ.,
L.A. Hindu Faith

5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to guest Harish Amar, Assistant Professor of Marketing, Cal State Univ., L.A.
     Hindu Faith. This was an Interfaith Panel Discussion which revolved around the question of whether “religious exclusivists (non-

pluralists) can be tolerated in a pluralistic society”.
 “Do you have to be wrong for me to be right” was the question posed to the panel, which consisted of representatives from the Hindu,

Christian Science and Presbyterian Faiths.  They addressed the need for tolerance of each other’s faith in order for us to exist in a
peaceful society.  A study has been done on the subject of religious tolerance, which, if not resolved, could possibly be the cause of a

third world war.
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2

John & Jillian speak with Caryn Knack from
F.O.T.O. (Friends of the Observatory) about

program to raise funds for children to make field
trips to the Observatory

5am-6am

John & Jillian speak with Caryn Knack from F.O.T.O. (Friends of the Observatory) about program to raise funds for children to make field
trips to the Observatory. With all of the budget cuts, schools are now finding it harder and harder to be able to send children to go on

Field Trips. They are now looking for individuals to make donations to be able to fund these field trips.  They need help raising money to
get the kids to the observatory.

1

John & Jillian speak to guest Debbie Shuck about
the Fender Center Museum’s new Program ‘Kids
Rock Free’ .  They also speak to  Robin Kellogg, of

the Rotary Club of the San Fernando Valley to
discuss their services and what they do for the

communit

5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to guest Debbie Shuck about the Fender Center Museum’s new Program ‘Kids Rock Free’. This program allows kids
from low income families to get superb music education for free. Steve Miller is launching an innovative ‘text to donate’ campaign that

supports their new music education initiative to keep music in schools. He will be holding a performance at the museum and will be
joined by a student from the program.  They then interview Robin Kellogg, of the Rotary Club of the San Fernando Valley to discuss their

services and what they do for the community. The Rotary was the first service organization established in 1905; now it’s in over 200
countries and its purpose is to bring professionals together to provide humanitarian service and to create ethical practices in business.

Robin told us a little bit about their on going projects.

2 John & Jillian speak to Gregory C. Scott,
President of the Weingart Center. 5am-6am

John & Jillian speak to Gregory C. Scott, President of the Weingart Center. The center is a non-profit that serves the men and women on
skid row in Los Angeles. They are also having their 18th annual Golf Fundraiser. There are 40,000 homeless people in the LA area and the

Weingart center help to break the cycle of homelessness. They have been established for 30 years. They provide housing, food, job
training and HOPE.

1
John & Jillian speak with guest Leslie Brigham the
President on the Board of Directors for Women’s

Odyssey Organization, Inc.
5am-6am

John & Jillian speak with guest Leslie Brigham the President on the Board of Directors for Women’s Odyssey Organization, Inc.  The
Women’s Odyssey Organization runs The Odyssey house.  They take in patients who are suffering with alcoholism.  Compulsive drinking
is a chronic problem. There's a need seen in the community for a safe place for women to recover. They follow the social model for
recovery. Women must be involved in own recovery. Women must be active during the day. An individual stays there for safety and
provide the program for support. Diagnostic criteria depends on the individual, the person needs to see for himself or herself. These
individuals are self-destructive. Symptoms vary but the individual needs to know within them that there is a problem. The Odyssey
House finds where the individual is living and probation referrals and family member referrals and know their economic situation. The
help that they can offer is a six-month program. Be active in recovery. Alcoholism goes through women faster. Alcoholism is a holistic
disease and affects the whole person. Alcoholism affects everyone. Behavioral actions were of alcoholic dependency is fear of
everything.

2

John and Jillian speak to Nevada State Assembly
women Alexis Hanson about the age of consent
to drive in the State of Nevada being lowered to

14 years old

5am-6am

John and Jillian speak to Nevada State Assembly  women Alexis Hanson about the age of consent to drive in the State of Nevada being
lowered to 14 years old.  This is a law that has been on the books since 1969 and it’s only allowed under certain circumstances but in

1975 they changed the age to 18 if you attended a public charter school.  She want the age to be changed back to 14.  It would be
restricted for counties under 55,000 and city's under 25,000 a student could apply for a restricted drivers license with approval from
parents, DMV and school principles.  She's proposing that children that attend private charter schools or have the chance to attend a

better a school for a higher education should be able to drive at the age of 14.  The parents would have to apply for their child and they
would have to pass all the standard tests and drivers exams.  This is to help people in rural counties get access to a better education.

They can only drive certain routes point A to point B and not on the freeway.

1 John and Jillian speak to Sen. Patricia Bates
about a Bill 161 5am-6am

John and Jillian speak to Sen. Patricia Bates about a bill that has failed to pass for 3 years in a row.  The bill is Senate Bill 161 that would
help protect Californian's from dangers of Fentanyl and the people who illegally distribute them.      It is being used as a pill form or

herion laced with Fentanyl.  A single salt size piece of Fentanyl can be a enough to kill you.  It was used to treat extreme pain and cancer
victims but now is being sold and used as an illegal street drug. It has the potential to kill you in 2 minutes.  Most of the time it's laced

into other drugs so the user doesn't know what they are getting.  It comes into the country through Mexica via China.  They want to go
after the dealers and not the users so they can try and stop the flow into the US.  Drug cartel's are now using this as their drug of choice
since a little amount can equal a big profit.  The number of deaths from Fentanyl has risen 400% from 2014 to the present date.  They

are now forming a task force to combat the issue but their main concern is someone using the drug as weapon to hurt people in a mass
attack.  Cops now have to wear special equipment to protect themselves from any side effects from touching the drug when doing raids.
Sen Bates thinks this task force will be a great tool to help tackle this issue.  Her ultimate plan is to get it classified as a class A drug and

therefore will be considered on the same level as cocaine or herion.
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2 Johnn and Jillian speak with Dr. Kelly Victory
about vaccine's 5am-6am

Johnn and Jillian speak with Dr. Kelly Victory about vaccine's.  They speak about Chicken pox parties where non vaccineers bring their
kids to another kids house that has Chicken Pox so they can give it to the other kids and get them infected as well.  Sen. Matt Bevin
wants the law to pass that makes these parties legal.  Most health officials disagree with that and want to make mandates to make
people vaccinate their kids as part of a bigger public safety issue.  Now this leads to getting Shingles later on in life.  If you have had

Chicken Pox you are now open to getting Shingles and will need to take a Shingle vaccination later on in life.  This also can lead to other
serious issues.
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